Resiliency-As-A-Service: A Pre-Disaster Risk Mitigation Strategic Approach
Executive Summary
Background
The inability for any region, economy, industry sector to consistently identify, select, lease-acquire, or station best-inclass technologies and equipment to meet demands from the ‘next incident’ causes emergency response, recovery, and
rebuilding to be become less efficient, effective, and economical.
Simply the ‘not buying umbrellas on a sunny day’ syndrome has become more expensive, and in the future will be
penalized based on current thinking from myriad presentations and corporate insights of leading financial, investment,
and insurance firms Driven by the nearly $1 trillion in FEMA/FIMA and global insurance-reinsurance losses from
hurricanes, flash floods and subsequent incidents over the past five years, the focus on pre-disaster risk mitigation has
long been recognized as an obvious scenario but with little impetus and minimal implementation.
The execution of our R3 Strategic Inventories requires a new perspective on preparedness, emergency response and
incident recovery by placing greater attention on the pre-positioning of critical inventories aligned with hyper-local
end-use among private sector – and where applicable public sector – assets, operations, facilities. Our SPV Strategic
Project Development applies unique financial business models to regional deployment of integrated technology and
equipment through “Special Purpose Vehicles” including public-private partnerships and similar project development.
Recent financial-fiscal modeling by academic and business economists suggest a 1:4 or more return on investment for
pre-disaster risk mitigation versus the historical resource allocations, outlays, and reimbursements from droughts,
storm-flood, fire, and similar incidents where water is a critical component. McKinsey Consulting’s recent report on the
future of real-estate development, construction and facilities suggests that little or no financing will be applied to
projects that are NOT pre-disaster mitigated after 2030.
Therefore, unleashing innovation for 21st century resiliency includes forming new strategic partnerships and investment
“vehicles” for coordinated project development across public resources, private funders, and common beneficiary
objectives. We have examined opportunities to leverage federal and state governments as well as private insurance
and reinsurance adoption of pre-disaster mitigation policies, funding mechanisms, and partnerships. We seek to
address these gaps and opportunities through the analysis of vulnerabilities, asset management chokepoints, and risktransfer – and therefore application of “Resiliency-As-A-Service” to monetize pre-disaster mitigation through two
distinct approaches and investment models.
Overall Objectives and Intended Goals
Our objectives are to fundamentally change the metrics through so-called “low hanging fruit” opportunities that
effectively advance near-term and future mitigation of insured and uninsured losses, business interruption, and the
expense of emergency response and recovery. In turn, our goals seek to generate multi-stakeholder protection
benefits, up- and down-stream positive effects, enhance supply chains, preserve and increase value of properties,
reduction in possible insurance rate increases, and additional operational and data intelligence for predictive analytics
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Approach and Execution
With a data- and analytics approach, our execution-implementation teaming includes
•

•
•

The Insurance Information Institute (www.iii.org) and RMS (www.rms.com) - the world's leading catastrophe
insurance-reinsurance information source AND risk modeling company – to review the potential for each
opportunity within our scope.
Leading engineering firms and academic research universities to conduct extensive hydrological modeling.
Two leading performance indicators teams on a “Confidence Index” that measures outcomes and impacts for
internal and external stakeholder communications.

By disrupting traditional approaches and overcoming lack of momentum in resolving after-action/lesson-learned
recommendations from nearly twenty-years’ worth of reports, we have taken a two-prong approach to pre-disaster risk
mitigation:
Regional Resiliency Repositories & Strategic Inventory (“R3”): pre-deploy in sub-regional ‘warehousing’ or pre-install
onsite packaged, integrated solutions that meet customized performance criteria AND economics of the alternative
mitigation through pre-negotiated acquisition-licenses and delivered via an annual subscription program, serving as
Resilient Innovation Integrator. We have also partnered with an internet-platform to track supply-chains, inventories,
and – where applicable – additional technologies, equipment and requests that extend beyond our own reach.
Jump-Start Projects
•
•
•
•

Spill-Leak-Fire impact minimization to preventing and limiting water-related operations, disaster consequences
Micro-Grids (power, water, data), atmospheric and other alternatively sourced water
Mobile and flexible equipment for fortifying fixed assets through alternative barriers, gates, and integrated
nature-based options
Smart-Asset & Resilient Infrastructure Toolkit for public and private sector water operations, managers

SPV Project Development: identified scalable demonstration projects that represent the expanse of our innovative
approach by serving as Resilient Project Developer to transform under-utilized, unrecognized asset and transition
legacy systems, infrastructure, facilities into more efficient, effective, and economical results, and to form strategic
alliances through public-private partnerships or special-purpose vehicles.
Jump-Start Projects
•
•
•

Alternative sources of detention-retention leading to significant increase in acre-feet supply, optimization of
existing and emerging wet-ponds, additional protection from surface flows
Multiple unit deployment of alternative energy-water sourcing – activated for both normal and disaster
conditions – to provide consistent supplies as-needed
Converting existing assets to increase pre-disaster actionable intelligence, sparking interconnected
technologies to minimize incident impacts
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About Us
ResilientH2O Partners is the first-in-the Nation entity focused solely on economic,
financial, technology, and project development alignment for pre-disaster risk mitigation from persistent water- and
weather-related threats to a broad range of assets, facilities, and operations. By organizing globally-, nationally-, and
regionally recognized technology and equipment providers in pre-vetted, pre-packaged, and pre-negotiated
subscriptions and/or installations, based on extensive modeling to reduce significant losses, we seek to fast-track
measurable mitigation well ahead of traditional emergency response, recovery, and rebuilding.
Leveraging expertise in P3s, Alternative Resource Allocations, and Infrastructure Project Development, we aggregate an
entire value-chain by operation, vulnerability, sector, and geography.
More information can be obtained from Richard Seline, Managing Partner via rseline@resilientH2Opartners.com or
(800) 708-0478. Additional background on ResilientH2O Partners via www.resilienth2opartners.com This Executive
Summary does not constitute an offering for investment nor future returns from the programs described herein.

Strategic Technology and Knowledge Partners
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AccelerateH2O, the Texas-based non-profit, has over the past twenty-four (24) months
convened several regional and national roundtables, investor forums, and working
groups attended by senior elected and appointed government officials, industry and business association
representatives, c-suite leadership from Fortune 500 companies and growth-stage technology firms, facilities and
infrastructure managers, insurance-reinsurance resiliency experts, and a broad spectrum of academic research
institutions. These gatherings have afforded unique insights on supply-chain failures and frank discussion of ongoing
gaps, while providing so-called ‘demand signals’ to address barriers and limitations of policy, practice and procedure in
the current disaster mitigation landscape. The increasing number, depth, breadth, and magnitude of water- and
weather-related incidents has overwhelmed traditional methodologies and capabilities, creating a setting for a new
approach. More information: www.AccelerateH2O.org, www.InvestH2O.com , and www.HoustonH2O.org
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